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SOME INEQUALITIES FOR ENTIRE FUNCTIONS

SABUROU SAITOH

Abstract. For any entire functions <p(z) and \p(z) on C with finite norm

(i ï '
1 //|/(z)|2exp(-|z|2)¿*<*j      <

c

we show that the inequality

| //irfzMxjlW-aM2)**
*   c

< I; ffMzWtM-Uftdxdyl //|*(*)pop(-|*p)&*
»   c

holds. This inequality is obtained as a special case of a general result. We also refer

to some properties of a tensor product of spaces of entire functions.

1. Introduction. Let 5" = f, denote the Hubert space (Fischer space) composed

of all entire functions fiz) on the complex plane C with a finite norm

11/11. = [I ff\f(z)\2exp(-\z\2)dxdyy2 < oo        (z = x + i».     (1.1)

Cf. [2], [4], [5]. For the case of entire functions on C = C X C X . . . xC, our

argument in this paper is similar. Hence, for simplicity we consider only the case

on C. For any integer n (n > 2), we introduce the Hubert space <Sn composed of all

entire functions F(z) on C with a finite norm

l|jF|1" = { Î // l^)l2exP(-"k|2) dxdy^2 < oo. (1.2)

See §3. Then, we shall show the following theorem.

Theorem 1.1. Arty F(z) E íFn is expressible in a series

F(z) = |    A fj,,(z),       fj,(z) E V, (1.3)
»-0  7-1

and the equality

I Jf\F(z)\2exp(-n\z\2)dxdy
n    c

= mini 2    2    Ó   I fff^(z)lJz)exp(-\z\2)dxdy\    (1.4)
( ,_o   u-0 j-\   n     c J
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holds. The minimum is taken here over all analytic functions 2"_0 il%ifj,,(zj) on C

satisfying (13).

In particular, for any fj(z) E <%, we obtain

| //   t/p) exp(-n\z\2)dxdy< fi { £ f f \fj(z)\2exp(-\z\2) dx dy}. (1.5)

Equality holds here if and only if II"_, fj(z) is expressible in the form Cexp(/iwz) for

some point u E C and for some constant C.

Furthermore, we investigate some properties of the tensor (direct) product

% = ^ ® <¥ ® ■ ■ • 0^ as in [7], [8].

2. Preliminary facts. In order to state a background of Theorem 1.1, we consider

the tensor product 'S®. Cf. [3, Chapter II]. Further, we consider the Hilbert space

[ÇF®]r which is formed by restricting functions in íFg, to the diagonal set of C

formed by all elements {(z, z, .. . , z)\z E C}. Here, for any such restriction

F E ['S®],, the norm ||F||,ç.j is given by min||//'||?. for all H, the restriction of

which to the diagonal set is F. See [1, Theorem II, p. 361]. We let k(z, ¿7) = exp(uz)

denote the reproducing kernel for 'S. Cf. [2], [4], [5]. Then, the product

ITj_, k(zj, ûj) is the reproducing kernel for *$% and, on the other hand, k(z, it)" is

the reproducing kernel for [ÍF¿], [1, pp. 357-362].

3. Proof of equality of Theorem 1.1. One crucial ingredient in this paper is the

observation that exp(n«z) is the reproducing kernel for ®in. To start with, we show

this fact. Let F(z) E <Sn be an entire function with the power series F(z) =

2/1 o A]** and we have

I // |/-(z)|2exp(-n|z|2) dx dy = f   -{W- (3.1)
w    c j-o n>

In particular, we note that

- // z^*exp(-n|z|2) dx dy = 0   for/ ¥-k. (3.2)
tt J¿

Thus the simplest orthonormal system for f„ is given by

{yj&Jfi) z>Yj„v (3.3)

From (3.1), we see easily that Sj, forms a Hilbert space with the norm (1.2) and this

system (3.3) is complete in Sj,. We thus have the reproducing kernel K(z, u~) for ^n

K(z, Û) - 2   ^JT = exp(nùz). (3.4)
7-0       J-

Cf. [2].

We thus have the identity

K(z, u) - k(z, Ü)". (3.5)
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At this point, we apply the theory of reproducing kernels by Aronszajn [1]. Another

crucial ingredient is the observation that to every reproducing kernel (or positive

definite matrix) K(p, q), there corresponds one and only one class of functions with

a uniquely determined quadratic form in it, forming a Hubert space and admitting

K(p, q) as a reproducing kernel (cf. [1, p. 344]). Hence we have the identity

*.-[*•],- (3-6)

From this identity, we thus obtain (1.3) and (1.4). Cf. [1, pp. 391-393].

4. Proof of equality statement of Theorem 1.1. First of all, we note that for

II"_, fj(z), equality holds in (1.4) if and only if

( fi fj(zj), F(zx, z2,..., z„)\      = 0

for all F E % satisfying F(z, z, . . ., z) = 0 on C.   (4.1)

Cf. [6, Equation (3.2)]. Therefore, if for Il"_ u£(z) equality holds in (1.4), then we

have
(n n n \

II fj(zj), II k(zj, Uj) - II k(zp fi^)       = 0,   for all Uj E C,     (4.2)
j-\ j-\ j-\ f9g

where a is any permutation

/   1,      2,   ...,    n   \

\o(l), a(2),..., a(n)J-

We thus see that any fj(z) and fk(z) (j ^= k) are linearly dependent. Hence, we can

set fj(z) = fiz) for allj. From (4.1), on the other hand, we have

( fi fj(zj), [k(zx, u)k(z2, Ô) - k(zx, u)k(zx, v) X 1] Ó  k{Zj, uj))      = 0
v-i J-3 hg

(4.3)

and so

f(u)f(v) - i // /(z2)exp(-|z2|2) dx2 dy2

x i // f(zx) k(zx, ü)k(zx, v) expi-lz.l2) dxx dyx) ü /(«,) = 0,

for all u, v, Uj E C, z, = x} + iyr   (4.4)

Hence, for/ ^ 0 we obtain

f(u)f(v) = I // /(z)exp(-|z|2) dxdy- ¡j fiz) k(z, ü)k(z, v) exp(-|z|2) dx dy
IT       c IT       c

for all u, v E C.

(4.5)
We note that k(z, u)k(z, v) = k(z, u + v) and so we have

f(u)f(v) - I i // /(z)exp(-|z|2) ¿x dv }/(« + o)    for aU «, v E C.  (4.6)
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From this functional equation, we have the expression fiz) = Cexp(üz) = Ck(z, u~)

for some point u E C and for some constant C.

On the other hand, since the functions Cn"_, k(zp u) on C satisfy (4.1), we have

the desired result.

5. Integral transform by TJ". i k(z, zj). In this section, we discuss an analogue of

[7], [8] for 5®. However, in this case the circumstances are quite different. We let

[^®]z>(0) denote the subspace in ÍF¿ composed of all functions F(zx, z2,.. ., zj) in

f£ such that F(z, z, . . ., z) = 0 on C. Let (['$®]Dio))± be the orthocomplement of

[•^6)]z>(0) ln ^®-

First, from Theorem 1.1 and the sentence containing (4.1), we obtain

Theorem 5.1. For any F e îg, we have the inequality

¿ jj ... jj\F(zx,z2,...,zj)\2
77     c c

xexp{-(|z,|2+|z2|2 + • • • +I-J-)} dxxdyx-dx„ dyn

> - // |F(z, z, .. . , z)|2exp(-/.|z|2) dx dy.
IT    J¿

Equality holds here if and only if F E ([f(g,]fl(0))±.

Next,  we  shall  give  an  integral  representation of an important  subspace

?ê]7D(0))"L in %■ Cf- [7, Theorem 4.2] and [8, Theorem 4.1].

Theorem 5.2. Any F E (\.<3®\Day))1~ w expressible in the following integral

F(zx, z2,...,z„)=l // H(z) J Ô k(z, zj)] exp(-n|z|2) dx ay     (5.1)

for a uniquely determined H(z) E §n.

Moreover, H(z) is given by the restriction F(z, z, . . . , z).

Proof. From the relation (3.5), for any H(z) E *$„ we have H(z) —

F(z, z, . . ., z). Moreover, from the identity (3.6), for any F E §£,, we have that

F(z, z,..., z) G 9m. Since the uniqueness of H(z) is apparent, it is sufficient to

prove that for any H(z) E %

F(zx, z2,..., zn) « £ // H(z) ( fi  k(z, ¿j)) exp(-n\z\2) dx dy E ([^]C(0))X.
11    c U-i I

(5.2)

We expand F and any F E [f^lß/p) as follows:

j,Ji.Á=o 1 c

xexp(-«|z|2) dx dy$h(zj)<f>h(z2) ■ ■ ■ <f>Jm(zH)

(5.3)
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and

h*v h, ■ ■ ■, O -     I     4wi.A('W • • • W   (5-4)
A/* • • • ,y«-o

Here {$,(z)}Jl0 denotes a complete orthonormal system for l3r. From Theorem 1.1,

we see that the series

k*, z,...,z)=        I 4„2,... ,Jn%{z)%(z) ■ • • \(z)   on C
JlJt,-- -.71,-0

also converges in the sense of the 9^-norm. We thus obtain

~ 00

(F,F)<fg = 2 ¿AJ*...,/.
j\Jl.7n = 0

x {f // H(z)*Jt(zYbh(z)- ■ *jn(z) expi-nlzj2)^^}
c

- I JJ  H®{        S Ajij2.k $,,(z)$,(z) ■ ■ ■ *u(z)\
77    c I7W2.J--° 1

X exp(-/i|z|2) dx dy

= - //   H(z) P(z, z,...,z) exp(-n|z|2) dx dy = 0, (5.5)
IT    J¿

which implies the desired assertion.
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